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Expert Information

Qualifications

LLM Construction Law & Arbitration
Dip. Quantity Surveying

Professional Memberships

FCIArb, AMCICES

Contract Experience

FIDIC, JCT, NEC, IChemE, Bespoke

Services

Quantum

Expert Highlights

Internationally experienced construction professional.

Proven as a credible expert witness under cross-examination in

arbitration.

Broad experience in quantity surveying, dispute management, dispute

resolution and litigation support.

Provides strategic advice for clients based on both contractor and

consultancy experience.

Expertise includes the energy, infrastructure and industrial sectors.

Scott Ramsden is a quantity surveyor and construction professional with
over 30 years of experience. He has acted as a quantum expert and
assistant to the named expert on multiple occasions.

Scott’s analysis of the issue to-hand is always
clear. He is skilled at presenting complex
concepts in an easily digestible way.

WWL Construction Expert Witnesses 2022

Scott has been cross-examined as a witness in mediation and arbitration
proceedings. He has been appointed as an independent quantum expert
in arbitral proceedings relating to offshore oil and gas, with disputed
values of US$250 million. He has also acted as lead assistant for offshore
oil and gas, power and infrastructure project disputes.

Scott has over 20 years of international experience, including 15 years
working in the Middle East and Asia, as both a contractor and consultant.
He has provided commercial management services to major international
contractors and oil and gas companies and supports clients with wide
ranging strategic advice.

Scott’s sector expertise includes ports, mining, oil and gas, infrastructure,
airports, buildings, power, and industrial projects. He has considerable
experience in the preparation, defence, negotiation and settlement of
contractual claims, and supports solicitors and barristers regarding
commercial and contract management matters and dispute resolution
services.

https://whoswholegal.com/scottram


Sectors

Industrial & Manufacturing,
Resources, Buildings,
Transportation Infrastructure,
Power & Utilities

Scott is a fellow of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and an associate
member of the Chartered Institution of Civil Engineering Surveyors. He
holds a master’s in construction law and arbitration and a diploma in
quantity surveying.

Contact

Email: scottramsden@hka.com

Phone: +852 6103 8645

Location: Hong Kong
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